On the mode of evolution of alpha satellite DNA in human populations.
The hypothesis that highly reiterated satellite DNAs in present-day populations evolve by molecular mechanisms that create, by saltatory amplification steps, new long arrays of satellite DNA, and that such long arrays are used for homogenization purposes, has been tested both in mouse and in humans. In mouse, the data obtained are consistent with this hypothesis. This was tested in more detail on chromosomes 13 and 21 of the human genome. A Centre d'Etudes du Polymorphisme Humain family, which in some individuals exhibits strong supplementary DNA bands following TaqI restriction endonuclease digestion and conventional gel electrophoresis, was analyzed by pulse field gel electrophoresis following restriction by BamHI. The supplementary bands on chromosome 13 (18 times the basic alpha satellite DNA repeat) and on chromosome 21 (a 9.5-mer) segregated with centromeric alpha satellite DNA blocks of 5 and 5.3 megabases, respectively. These are by far the largest alpha satellite block lengths seen in all chromosome 13 and chromosome 21 centromeric sequences so far analyzed in this manner. The possibility that these supplementary alpha satellite sequences were created in single individuals by saltatory amplification steps is discussed in light of our own data and that published by others. It is proposed that deletion events and unequal cross-overs, which both occur in large satellite DNA arrays, contribute to the homogenization of size and sequence of the alpha satellite DNA on most chromosomes of humans.